
USA finished with a perfect
record

CAGUAS, Puerto Rico, January 8.-
USA finished the preliminary round without
tasting the bitterness of a loss blanking Puerto
Rico in 70 minutes by score of 25-18, 25-17, 25-
17 in a meaningless match with all top four
positions already decided at the NORCECA
Men’s Olympic Qualifier Tournament.

The Americans will meet Canada in the
semifinal round while Puerto Rico will face Cuba.
Doug Beal, the American coach, started with a
lineup of reserve players and in the next two sets
used everyone of his side.

“This was a match to get ready all the
pieces,” said Beal. “Now is when the tournament
is starting with the semifinals and the match for
the ticket to Greece.”

Puerto Rico battled back during the first
set but in the next two his coach Luis Ruiz also
moved around his team.“We were very relaxed
and I am not happy with that mood,” said Ruiz,
“but now I only want to think about tomorrow.”

USA received the good news that Clayton
Stewart’s hand injury is not as serious as it was
thought to be. He came back after two days of
rest and led all the scorers with 19 points. Hector
Soto had 9 for Puerto Rico.

USA-PUR  3-0   25-18, 25-17, 25-17  (75-52)
Duration: 1:10, Audience: 2,730

Cuba finished in second and
Mexico exit the competition

CAGUAS, Puerto Rico, January 8.- The
National Team of Cuba finished the preliminary
round of the Norceca Men’s Olympic Qualifier
Tournament with coach Roberto Garcia rotating
his players during an effortless victory over
Mexico.

The score was 25-22, 25-17, 23-25, 25-
17. The Cubans dominated without problems the
first two sets before a Mexican reaction in the
third led by the offense of Juan Garcia and Jose
Luis Martell.

“It was a match of low quality for our team who
was overconfident knowing the second place
was already for us, but we have to avoid that in
the semifinals,” said the Cuban Garcia.

The Cubans used the match to give
playing time to all the personnel and during the
third set they sent a young and promising squad
led by Ariel Gil and Yosleider Cala, and also
used the veteran setter Nicolas Vives. Then in
the fourth, Garcia went with the full side ready
to end the match.

“Despite we did not make the semifinal
phase, I feel OK with the performance of my
players because we had very little time to set a
team work,” said Jorge Azair, the Mexican coach.

Yasser Portuondo again led the Cuban
offense with 17 points and Tomas Aldazabal
tallied 14. For the Mexicans, Jose Luis Martell
and Juan Garcia had 16 apiece.

CUB-MEX 3-1 (25-22, 25-17, 23-25, 25-17)
Total (98-81) Duration: 1:29 Audience: 1,825
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